Directions arriving by car:

Get off the A12/A15 highway at exit La Spezia (Pic.1) and turn left in direction of La Spezia (Pic.2). A main road (tangenziale, part of the Autostrada) takes you straight into town. It ends at Viale Italia (Pic.3). Turn on this busy, main street in the direction of Cinque Terre or Portovenere (you will see signs). The town will be on your right and the port on your left.

Keep driving with the water on your left until you are forced to take a sharp turn right. Continue in Viale Amendola, a wooded avenue, (Pic.4) keep going left, and then turn left when you see traffic-lights. Follow the signs to Portovenere and 5Terre. In a short time, you will see the next set of traffic-lights. Stay on the right for Cinque Terre and go up a ramp-like road. From this point it is 14 km to Riomaggiore. Follow this road as it winds up over the hill (Pic.6) and then down the other side to the Cinque Terre. Exit from this road when you see the sign to Riomaggiore (Pic.7). It is a very narrow road that creeps along the edge of a cliff. You drive straight on and you will see the town under you and a car-park on your right. Now the road makes a straight descent. Look on your left and after about 15 meters you will see our sign “Cinqueterre Complesso Turistico” (Pic.8). Here is our upper gate. Ring the bell and if you carry heavy luggage advise the reception and we will provide a luggage-lift to bring it down.

Very kind of you to let us know, if possible, when your visit is closer, the expected time of arrival. Check-in 12:00-13:30 or 15:30-19:00 but upon a short notice we'll be pleased to welcome you also from 13:30 to 15:30 or after 19:00.

If available, open reserved parking spaces are located close the hotel upper gate or in garage, not recommended for larger vehicles, by the Riomaggiore nearby parking lot. The price is Eur 10,00/day. Guests are kindly requested to leave the car park within 11:00am. We suggest to reserve the car park in advance. Looking forward to hear and to meet you soon.

Cinqueterre Residence
Complesso Turistico a Riomaggiore
Via De Battè 67F (down gate)
Provincial Road 370 (upper gate)
Tel. +39 0187 760538
Fax +39 0187 1672041
Mob. 320 2931376